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Abstract

A technique to enhance the spatial resolution of typical FBG-based
strain gauges has been experimentally verified in this work. Just an-
alyzing the intensity of the reflection spectrum of a Sampled Fiber
Bragg Grating (SFBG), its inner deformation profile has been ob-
tained with a spatial resolution of ∆L < 1 mm. The proposed method
employs a synthesis algorithm to retrieve the longitudinal axis strain
profile of a SFBG glued to an asymmetric plate. The achieved exper-
imental results have been compared to the mechanical simulations of
the employed plate, exhibiting a good response even without compen-
sating the residual stress provoked during the installation process.

Keywords: Strain sensor, Fiber Bragg Grating, High resolution, Finite
Element Analysis, Spectral Synthesis

1 Introduction

Optical fiber sensors [1] have been widely applied to measure a wide set of dif-
ferent measurands on materials and structures [2]. Particularly, Fiber Bragg
Gratings based transducers (FBGs) highlight over other optical techniques
when measuring mechanical deformations [3]. Their multiplexing capabili-
ties, where several sensing points can be concatenated in a fiber to give rise to
quasi-distributed fiber sensors, enable this technology to monitor large work-
ing structures such as bridges [4, 5] and even to be employed in biomedical
applications [6].
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However, for most of the reported applications, each sensing point (FBG)
is reported as the integrated measurand value along the whole FBG struc-
ture. This kind of transducers have a typical length of few millimeters,
that works for many scenarios but, sometimes, the axial strain distribution
within the FBG structure (with a given resolution) can be required. Several
approaches have been proposed to obtain the deformation profile along the
FBG structure, but most of them require phase measurements of the reflec-
tion spectrum [7, 8] or a-priori knowledge of the strain distribution [9–11].
These requirements increase the complexity of the sensor system, reduce the
final dynamic response and, consequently, limit its use in potential real ap-
plications.

In this work, a FBG-based strain gauge has been improved to retrieve its
inner deformation profile. Employing Sampled Fiber Bragg Gratings (SF-
BGs), a particular type of FBGs [12], in combination to a spectral synthesis
technique [13], a sensor system has been developed and experimentally ver-
ified to retrieve the deformation profile of an asymmetric plate. Using only
the intensity of the reflection spectrum of the proposed SFBG transducer,
its intra-grating strain profile can be obtained, achieving an improvement
on the spatial resolution of optical strain gauges. This improvement can be
useful to a better characterization of advanced materials (e.g. composites)
during their manufacturing process.

The proposed strain gauge has been properly attached to an asymmetric
plate (mechanically modeled using Finite Element Analysis) to verify the
suitability of the proposed sensor system. Measured and simulated strain
profiles have been compared to verify the proposed sensor. Their very high
correlation for different loading conditions validates the capability of the
proposed scheme to obtain any axial strain profile with a given resolution.
With the proposed transducer a spatial resolution of ∆L = 0.7 mm was
obtained using a SFBG of N = 7 sections.

2 Optical strain gauge: Fiber Bragg Grating

In a simple way, a Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) [14] is a periodic variation of
the refractive index in the optical fiber core that reflects specific wavelengths.
The reflected wavelengths are centered around the Bragg wavelength, defined
by λBragg = 2neffΛ, where neff is the effective index (constant) in the fiber
core and Λ is the period of the refractive index variation. By elongating the
FBG, Λ is increased and, therefore, also the central wavelength (λBragg). So,
by measuring the central wavelength, the strain of the holder structure where
the FBG is attached can be determined. This principle has been widely used
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for structural health monitoring in different fields such as civil engineering
or renewable energies [3].
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Figure 1: Basis of Fiber Bragg Grating (left) and a typical reflection spectrum
of a non-apodized uniform FBG (right).

These periodic structures can be modulated, causing different artifacts
detectable in their reflection spectrum. One possible modulation is to vary
the amplitude of this periodic structure along the FBG length, achieving an
“apodized” FBG [15]. This kind of modulation changes the shape of the
main spectral peak and it can be employed to reduce the final noise or to
generate ghost FBGs as happens in Sampled FBGs.

2.1 Sampled Fiber Bragg Grating (SFBG)

A Sampled FBG can be understood as a FBG whose axial index variation
profile is modulated by a periodic sampling function of period P=2 ·∆L (Fig.
2). The period (P) of the sampling function is much larger than the period of
the grating, causing a double modulation in the structure: a rapidly varying
component (of period Λ) and a slowly varying sampled envelope with a period
P. Based on Fourier theory, the periodic sampling function of period P can
be expressed as a comb function modulated by complex coefficients. For
each comb of the Fourier equivalent function, one ghost grating appears on
the resulting spectrum. The spectral separation between two ghost grating
is inversely proportional to the sampling period. A Sampled FBG has been
chosen for this application because its spectral response exhibits particular
artifacts that allow an easier comparison (such as different peaks).

Each FBG structure has its associated reflection spectrum. Particularly,
an uniform FBG (as depicted in Fig.1, right) has a “Gaussian” similar spec-
tral shape, that is replicated for each of the Fourier modes in a Sampled FBG
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Figure 2: Illustration of one of the SFBG asymmetric structure and its re-
flection spectrum: the experimentally obtained and the one synthetized with
the proposed technique. Some asymmetries were introduced to the apodized
sampling function.

(Fig. 2, right). However, when an asymmetric strain is applied to the FBG
period, its associated spectrum gets deformed, complicating its interrogation.

The SFBG structure is the basis of the spatial strain discrimination in
this application. However, an asymmetric apodizing function is required to
determine the direction of the strain vector. If a symmetric structure is
employed, the synthetic spectrum will match under the same strain vector
applied in opposite directions (forward and backward) because each SFBG
section will contribute in the same way as its reciprocal does. If there are no
other means to solve this uncertainty (i.e. having an a-priori knowledge about
the strain profile), an asymmetrical sampling function must be used to avoid
this problem. Fig. 2 (left) shows one of the employed asymmetric sampling
functions of the SFBG. Each SFBG has N = 7 sections of ∆L = 0.7 mm
length. The apodization value of the two first sections was set to “1” and the
other two were set to “0.5”. With this asymmetry, the first SFBG section
contributes to the reflection spectrum in a different way than the last one,
thus solving the direction uncertainty. The number of sections (N) is mainly
limited by the computation time and the spatial resolution (∆L) must be set
taking into account the expected deformation profile.
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2.2 Spectral Synthesis

Since the individual deformation of each section of a SFBG can be different,
its spectral response has to be analyzed to extract its strain distribution along
the FBG. Based on a synthetic algorithm, the structure of the FBG employed
as strain gauge is simulated (in this case, N = 7 sections of ∆L = 0.7 mm
length). Different deformation profiles are applied to the simulated model
until its simulated spectrum matches the measured one.
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Figure 3: Different strain profiles are applied to the simulated model until
its reflection spectrum matches the measured (target) one.

The measured spectrum is compared to simulated (synthetic) ones until
they match [13] to get the deformation axial profile of a SFBG. Synthetic
spectra are computed using the same SFBG base structure, but being ar-
tificially stretched (Fig. 3). Each SFBG section has a different value that
corresponds to the averaged strain value over the section length (∆L) so, the
spatial resolution is given by the sampling period of the SFBG. The ultimate
goal is the obtention of an artificial strain profile that, applied to the SFBG
base structure, gives a synthetic spectrum that “matches” the measured one.
This is a N -dimensional blind optimization problem where N is the number
of sections, and, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [16] is employed to ex-
plore the different solutions. The PSO algorithm is combined with a custom
defined error metrics [13] to evaluate the error between the measured and
the synthetic spectra.
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2.3 Sensor system

The spectral synthesis can be combined to achieve a quasi-distributed sensor,
as happens with standard FBGs. A scheme of the sensor system is depicted
in Fig. 4. A white light source is used to interrogate the transducer through a
circulator. The reflective transducer response is then launched into an Opti-
cal Spectrum Analyzer (OSA) through the optical circulator. The spectrum
is acquired and computer-processed using the mentioned spectral synthesis
technique, obtaining the strain distribution along the grating.

lAlB
lC

Light source

OSA
Computer

Figure 4: The fiber transducer is connected to an Optical Spectrum Analyzer
(HP86140A) and to a light source (HP83437A) through a circulator. After
the processing of the SFBG reflective response, the grating strain axial profile
is obtained.

The spectrum of each sensing point (SFBG) is captured and processed
using the mentioned technique obtaining a N-dimensional strain vector (be-
ing N the number of sampling sections of the SFBG), which produces the
intragrating strain profile. This process is repeated for each of the different
sensing points to get the whole transducer response. Trying to analyze the
performance of each sensing point, a single SFBG has been manufactured
and experimentally tested.

3 Experiments

The SFBG was manufactured in a standard telecommunications optical fiber
with the phase mask technique using a continuous laser emitting at 244 nm.
The photosensitivity of the fiber was increased with the Hydrogen loading
technique. The sampling effect was generated by opening and closing the
laser shutter at given locations. The apodization effect was generated by
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changing the recording speed during the laser scanning process: the higher
the envelope, the lower the speed. The measured spectrum of the employed
SFBG is depicted in Fig. 2 with the obtained synthetic spectrum from which
the reference strain vector can be obtained to compensate the final result.

To check the capability of this proposed sensor system to reproduce non-
uniform axial deformation profiles, the manufactured SFBG was installed in
a plastic (PMMA) asymmetric plate to measure its longitudinal axis defor-
mation. This plastic piece was manufactured using a CNC cutting machine.
The SFBG was carefully glued in the middle axis of the piece using cyanoacry-
late. In order to avoid the compensation step, the SFBG is preloaded with
a homogeneous strain (∆S ≈ 400µϵ) before its gluing process. With this
step, the asymmetry of the residual stress due to the gluing process is mini-
mized, simplifying the installation of the transducer. The asymmetric plate
has been mechanically modeled (Fig. 5) using the Finite Element Analysis
suite of the Autodesk Inventor (Autodesk Inc.), exhibiting a decreasing strain
profile. Before the stretching of the plastic piece and to check the residual
strain, the spectrum (Fig. 2) is captured and processed. The obtained strain
vector falls within a convergence margin over the zero deformation, so fur-
ther measurements do not have to be compensated. The convergence margin
was empirically obtained (∆s ≈ 100µϵ) by processing several times different
spectra and obtaining their strain vector deviation mean.

10 mm

Figure 5: Plastic asymmetric plate and its mechanical stretching response.

The asymmetric modeled plate was stretched with a precision screw, lead-
ing the piece to different loads while the SFBG spectra were captured. These
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spectra were processed obtaining their synthetic spectra and strain vectors.
The spectrum corresponding to the highest achieved deformation (S1) is de-
picted in Fig. 6 against its associated synthetic spectrum. As can be ob-
served, both spectra are in very good agreement, exhibiting the same char-
acteristic shape (two low peaks at lower wavelengths followed by two higher
ones with a small side lobe in the middle). However, there are still small
differences created by small contributions of several factors such as: the non-
constant strain value within the same SFBG section; slight differences in
the gluing process; or even the interpolation technique and the resolution of
the Optical Spectrum Analyzer (60 pm for the HP86140A) which reduce the
correlation with the synthetic spectrum (not interpolated).
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Figure 6: Measured (solid line) and synthetic (dotted line) spectra corre-
sponding to the highest load.

4 Results and discussion

Several runs were performed for each of the captured spectra to get the con-
vergence range (empirically obtained ∆s ≈ 100µϵ). In Fig. 7, several runs
of two spectra are plotted against the scaled value of the FEA simulations.
The two spectra are associated with two different loads (with mean deforma-
tion of S1 ≈ 250 µϵ and S2 ≈ 450 µϵ respectively). The spectral synthesis
technique exhibits a decreasing strain profile as the SFBG section position
is increased, obtaining the same decreasing slope for both tested loads.
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Figure 7: Different strain vectors obtained from two captured spectra (solid
lines) against the scaled value of the FEA simulations (dotted lines). All the
obtained strain profiles fall within the convergence range (∆s)

In this particular experiment, the gluing process has been performed with
special care, preloading the SFBG to minimize the asymmetry of the residual
strain profile to skip the compensation step (the non-loaded reference strain
profile falling within the convergence range). Paying special attention to the
installation process, the compensation step can be omitted thus simplifying
the installation process. However, to improve the strain resolution, the initial
strain profile can be employed to compensate the achieved solution.

The achieved convergence range can be excessive for some applications
(∆s ≈ 100µϵ) but it can be reduced by averaging different strain profiles (of
the same spectrum). The spatial resolution (∆L) is fixed by the sampling
period of the SFBG and it can be also improved by using a lower sampling
period. With a lower sampling period, a higher number of sections (N) is
required to cover the same length. Both techniques to improve the final
resolution (strain and spatial) have an effect on the computation time and
limit the final application of this sensor to quasi-static scenarios.

5 Conclusion

In summary, an optical strain gauge with improved spatial resolution has
been experimentally verified. Based on a surface glued Sampled Fiber Bragg
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Grating, different strain profiles have been recovered only employing their re-
flection spectra. A mechanically modeled plastic asymmetric plate has been
characterized under different loading conditions using a SFBG of N = 7 sec-
tions with a spatial resolution of ∆L = 0.7 mm. The obtained strain profiles
show a very good agreement with the theoretical mechanical behavior. Using
the proposed transducer, the avoidance of the compensation step has been
also experimentally demonstrated just by preloading the transducer with an
homogeneous strain value prior to its installation.
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